ONLINE CE PORTAL AND SFDS WEBSITE SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

Platinum Sponsorship, Online CE Portal: $1,400.00 per calendar year
 Includes vendor hyperlinked LOGO on banner at the top of every page of the Online CE Portal at sanfran.dentalsocietyce.com. Hurry...There are only FIVE (5) spots available! Logo format: PNG, Size: 185x60 pixels

Proud Supporter Sponsorship, Online CE Portal: $800.00 per calendar year
 Includes vendor hyperlinked LOGO at the top of every page of the Online CE Portal at sanfran.dentalsocietyce.com. THREE (3) spots available!

Vendor Logo, SFDS Online CE Page: $1,000.00 per calendar year
 Includes vendor hyperlinked LOGO below the introduction of the SFDS Online CE Landing Page at sfds.org/menus/free-online-ce-for-sfds-members.html. TEN (10) spots available! Logo format: JPG or PNG, Size: 131x75 pixels or 93x93 pixels

Vendor Logo, SFDS Homepage: $1,200.00 per calendar year
 Includes vendor hyperlinked LOGO in the rotating banner in the footer of the SFDS website at sfds.org. TEN (10) spots available!

ONLINE CE PORTAL AND SFDS WEBSITE SPONSORSHIP AGREEMENT

By signature below, ______________________________ (Company Name) enters into an agreement, upon payment in the amount of $______________, with the San Francisco Dental Society to secure a logo sponsorship. The logo will be a hyperlink to the corporate website noted below. It is understood that the hyperlink is non-exclusive, and that ______________________________ (Company Name) will not in any way imply or infer, on their website or in any advertisements or promotions, that the link is in any way to be construed as an endorsement. It is further understood that the SFDS website will post a disclaimer stating:

The SFDS website is intended to supply general information to the public and the members we serve. All hyperlinks and sponsorship hyperlinks leading from the SFDS website should not be construed as an endorsement of any person, product or company. Acceptance of logo/sponsorship or advertising by SFDS does not in any way constitute endorsement or approval by SFDS of the sponsor’s service or product, and sponsors and advertisers may not make such claims in any way.

Sponsorship Restrictions:
♦ Sponsorships run for one calendar year and expire on Dec. 31, 2019.
♦ Logo/Link subject to acceptance by the San Francisco Dental Society (SFDS).
♦ Company logos cannot be created by the SFDS.
♦ Logo/link/sponsorship is accepted with the understanding that all terms, conditions and fees specified herein and advertising policies are acceptable to the sponsor, advertiser or his agent.
♦ Sponsors and Advertisers must comply with all laws and regulations applicable to the manufacture, distribution, and sale of a product or service. If it is SFDS’s belief that a sponsor or advertiser has not complied, then it shall be sufficient grounds for rejection of an advertisement or sponsorship.
♦ Sponsors or Advertisements will not be accepted if they conflict with or appear to violate SFDS policy, the CDA Code of Ethics or SFDS Bylaws, or if the sponsors/advertisements are deemed offensive or contain attacks of a personal, racial, or religious nature.

Charge Credit Card Visa/MasterCard:
No. __________________ Exp __________
Billing Zip_______________ City_______________ State_____
Email ______________________________
URL For Link ______________________________

Email logo image to membership@sfds.org.